Resumé – Erik Uden
PERSONAL INFORMATION
First and last name:
Birth date:
Address:
Mobile phone:
E-Mail:

Erik Uden
09/12/2003 | 17 years old
1295 S. Almaden Avenue
+1 408-724-7617
erik.uden1@gmail.com

SCHOOL CAREER
08/19/2019 – 06/04/2020
08/07/2013 – 07/31/2019
08/05/2009 – 06/27/2013

Current student at Willow Glen High School in California
Diploma at the Ulrich’s-High School in Germany
First level of education at the Primary School of Norderney

INTERNSHIPS, JOB EXPERIENCES AND CERTIFICATES
05/21/2019 – Present
11/15/2019
10/08/2018 – 10/12/2018
04/13/2018
03/10/2018 – 03/23/2018

Artificial Intelligence Developer at Wasco LLC
Angelus Saala-Prize by the University of Oldenburg
Internship at the German Research Center for Artificial Intelligence
Accepted for the CERN Beam Instrumentation Course 2018
Internship at the Doepke LLC

INTERESTS AND SKILLS
Foreign languages:

German (native language), French (conversational basis)
Esperanto (conversational basis), Python (very good), PyTorch (basis),
TensorFlow (basis), C++ (basis), Java (very good), html5 (good)
Retro: Basic (very good), GWBasic (very good), QuickBasic (very good)

IT Knowledge

Excellent skills in Excel, PowerPoint, Blender, SketchUp
Adobe After Effects, Gimp/Photoshop, Programming (languages above)

Hobbies:

Robotics Club, Debate Club, swimming, rowing, photo editing,
programming (languages stated above), soldering, mechatronics, chess,
learning auxiliary languages/Conlangs (e.g. Esperanto)

Voluntary service:

Member of the Californian Scholarship Federation (CSF) and National Honors
Society (NHS), 280 community service hours, active participation in the student
parliament, the student forum and the first Anne Frank exhibit.

References
To whom it may concern -In my acquaintance with Erik Uden, he has shown himself to have a singularly
intense drive and fearlessness backstopped by charisma and an engaging personality
that bespeaks great achievements in the future. It is difficult to talk to him for even
half an hour without imagining him in a very few years explaining some outlandish
breakthrough on a TED stage.
He has no hesitation about diving deep into the topics that capture his passion, and a
solid grasp of the relevance of the technologies that he explores. An environment
that could shape and direct his seemingly boundless drive could serve as a force
multiplier, at which point it would become a matter of merely getting out of his way
and seeing just how he will impact the American technological landscape.
-Mike Jennings, former developer at Adobe, currently SDK-developer at Amazon
Contact: Tymcode@gmail.com

More references available on request

